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Cash in with Banner by the End of the Month and Save

Stock Up on Banner Sensors, Safety
and Lighting Products Before 2017 Price Increases
Good News! The stock market is back on its feet and companies are growing. Now is your chance
to cash in on lower prices before 2017's upcoming inflation. Every day, Banner Engineering helps
companies all around the world implement automation technologies, improve processes and gain a
competitive edge. Our industry-dedicated specialists work in close collaboration with our customers and
partners to provide insights, identify problems and overcome challenges. We offer one of the most
comprehensive and technologically advanced collections of automation products on the planet and are
able to provide custom solutions quickly and cost-effectively.

See how Banner brought Scalability, Ease-of-Use and Flexibility to Algus Packaging

EZ-SCREEN LS Rugged Safety
Light Screen
The Lean & Simple design of the EZ-SCREEN
LS combines Machine Safety and the notion of
Lean Manufacturing by focusing on features that
provide high-value for most applications while
eliminating those that unnecessarily add cost and
complicate the installation, use, and maintenance
of the device. Enhanced features that
include intuitive bi-color alignment indicators,
automatic cascade configuration, end-to-end
sensing design for "no blind zone”
installations, robust IP65/IP67 housing with metal
end caps, and more.

EZ Screen LS Product Video

XS26 Expandable Safety Controller
The XS26-2 and associated expansion
modules continue the development of a new
safety controller platform that began with the
SC26-2. With up to eight I/O expansion modules,
the XS26-2 platform allows Banner to address
larger scale machines that were previously out of
reach. The XS26-2 was designed to be easy to
use, flexible and efficient.

XS26-2 Product Video

The QS18 High-Performance Clear
Object Detection Sensor
Banner’s latest addition to the QS18 Series is a
high-performance clear object detection

sensor. It has a polarized coaxial optical design
that ensures reliable detection of transparent,
translucent, and opaque targets at any distance
between the sensor and the reflector.
It utilizes the universal QS18 housing with side or
barrel mounting options and offers the same
ease-of-use advantages offered by other sensors
in the QS18 Series, including single push teach or
remote teach setup. This cost-effective clear
object sensor has a fast 400 microsecond
response time, ideal for bottling or packaging
applications.

QS18 Expert Clear Object Detection
Video

1-800-237-8274
Have questions about products? Call our knowledgeable team today!

STAY CONNECTED

AA ELECTRIC Florida
2011 South Combee Rd
Lakeland, FL 33801
Phone: 863-665-6941
Fax: 863-665-1435
AA ELECTRIC Georgia
1665 Lakes Pkwy #108
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
Phone: 770-822-6262
Fax: 770-822-5504
AA ELECTRIC New Jersey
230 West Pkwy #11
Pompton Plains, NJ 07444
Phone: 973-777-5477
Fax: 973-773-1193
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